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1. Introduction 
 

Data is commonly identified as “the oil of the 21st century” 
[1] while it is frequently referred to as the “gold” of our time. 
Such metaphors are employed to emphatically demonstrate 
the centrality of data in contemporary society. Today, data 
arguably constitutes one of the most valuable resources for 
the economy.[2] Various industry sectors, from 
manufacturing [3] to medicine [4], are adopting data-driven 
strategies to monetize their data or shift from depending on 
internally collected data to also using external data to improve 
their processes, products, or services. Simultaneously, data 
is also crucial for the development of technology. It serves as 
critical learning material in terms of Machine Learning (ML), 
and a valuable source of insights for data-driven innovation.[5] 
Big data, cloud computing and digital innovation have been 
recognized as one of the most significant and impactful 
drivers for change, also amounting to key opportunities for 
growth and value creation.[6] Within that context, data is 
rapidly turning from a by-product or a raw material into a 
product itself, which can be monetized and traded. 

Framing it as an asset, the European Union (EU) has 
prioritized the establishment of a European Single Market for 
data, aiming to ensure Europe’s global competitiveness and 
data sovereignty. Through several initiatives, it seeks to 
encourage cross-sectoral data sharing and the creation of 
data spaces in key sectors. One of the primary objectives is 
to foster data trading in a transparent, secure, reliable, and 
sustainable way, in line with the European values, that will 
contribute to the digital society, creating growth and benefits 
for all the relevant stakeholders.[7] Moreover, the EU has also 
emphatically stressed the significance of data not only in the 
context of data-driven economy and innovation, but also in 
reference to data-driven policy and legislation. 
[8] Nevertheless, there is a number of significant and 
impactful challenges that pose barriers to the ignition of the  
European data sharing economy, deriving from market flaws, 
technical limitations, and legal requirements.  
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2. Data Marketplaces 
Marketplaces are built with both buyers and sellers transacting 
with each other. The more sellers a data marketplace can 
attract, the greater value can be provided to the customers. A 
higher value leads to more buyers, which in turn increases the 
value for sellers. As such, a marketplace can use different 
tactics to make it more attractive to both sellers and buyers and 
solve the “chicken & egg” problem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On one hand, a data marketplace can apply some incentives for 
buyers, such as to give customers rewards for joining or making 
purchases on the platform. Some platforms aim to solve a great 
market-oriented mission, such as producing innovative health 
services. On the other hand, as far as sellers are concerned, 
simplicity is the key to the success as it will be easier for a 
provider to understand the process. Moreover, educations 
activities such as webinars may engage more providers. 

Data marketplaces connect data providers and consumers, 
ensuring reliable data-driven collaboration. The platform is 
important to give incentives to the sellers to increase the 
aggregated data and the corresponding value to the 
consumers. 
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 Benefits for Data Providers 

A person can swiftly monetize the data that is willing to share, 
and companies can monetize information and data they 
obtain, without needing to own or use the infrastructure 
required to process it. Moreover, thanks to information 
gathered and sold on a data marketplace, a lot of young 
companies and start-ups will emerge, and providers will 
expect to get better, more personalized services in the future 
by supplying companies and organizations with data.  

 

 

 

Benefits for Data Consumers 

When users purchase information on a data marketplace, 
they get dependable, segmented, and relevant data they can 
use right away to meet their business needs. This way they 
can spot trends, opportunities, and challenges. High-quality 
data enables users to better understand their companies and 
the business environment, build sales and marketing 
strategies, and formulate a path towards future growth. 
Furthermore, buyers can easily process well-structured data 
to get the insights they need, spending less time on collecting 
data and more time on processing it. Modern data markets 
enable developers to transfer their data easily to different 
analytics tools and platforms or power applications and 
software systems. 
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2. Challenges and Barriers 
Against this background of unparallel data production and 
demand, data marketplaces have emerged as a new form of 
intermediary for data exchange, facilitating data trading in a 
coordinated manner. Yet, data monetization, commercialization, 
pricing, and trading are still at an infant stage.[9] Although the 
realization of data value is widespread, the perception of its 
commercial price is still largely ambiguous, while the ways to 
monetize and trade it remain uncertain. Moreover, data “silos” 
and the absence of interoperability between data space and 
data marketplaces place significant barriers to data flow and 
broader data trading. Lack of interoperability relates to pricing 
and monetization issues as well, since it does not allow the 
development of a solid, consistent, and objective model for 
evaluating data quality, and thus, providing with clear pricing and 
quality assurance strategies. Additionally, market asymmetries 
place obstacles to newcomers, as problematic rules and 
stringent policies become barriers to the establishment of a 
vibrant and competitive data trading economy. Finally, whereas 
data economy is one of the focal points of the EU data strategy, 
legal and regulatory requirements may prove challenging in 
practice [10]. 

In that context, data consumers, data providers and owners 
often face significant challenges that disincentivize them and do 
not allow them to effectively and efficiently connect with each 
other. The absence of trusted providers, willing owners and 
reliable trading structures and mechanisms is a multi-layered 
issue. Data consumers often have troubles searching and 
finding relevant and accessible data sets of a certain quality. 
They struggle with lack of user-friendly, easy to use interfaces, 
problematic data storage and data transfer tools, and the 
absence of tools to automate analysis and search.  Moreover, 
they suffer from inconsistent pricing models, questionable 
quality assessment processes, problematic or totally absent 
dispute resolution and redress mechanisms, as well as from the 
lack of coherent quality and privacy certifications. The broader 
lack of trust in data marketplaces, data spaces and specific 
market players may make it more difficult for data owners to  www.i3-market.eu 
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trust and share their data to be monetized and traded. 
Uncertainty in general does not foster trade, while particularly 
in terms of exchange of such a highly volatile good such as 
data, trust is of decisive importance.  

 

 

Finally, the absence of a mature and robust ecosystem that 
may support and assist data owners/data providers to 
precisely identify the value of the data that they have and 
subsequently price them and effectively monetize them, is a 
commonly recurring obstacle. It both deprives them of 
incentives and makes their connection with interested 
consumers much more challenging. 

 

3. Creating the Missing Link 
A central issue, shared in all the aforementioned challenges 
is the lack of a broadly accepted, trusted and secure 
backplane, the complies by design and by default to the EU 
data-related legal requirements, and may serve to incentivize 
and connect data owners, data providers and data 
consumers, creating that missing link and serving as the 
spark that will allow data economy to ignite. 
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The i3-Market Vision 

A With trust, security and privacy as key objectives and central 
engineering values, i3-MARKET aims to implement a backplane 
as a trusted, interoperable, and decentralized infrastructure for 
the European data market. To enable secure and privacy 
preserving sharing or trading of data assets across individual 
marketplace instances, the following properties must hold: 

• Openness: every marketplace is allowed to participate in 
the federated data market 

• Fairness: all participants of the ecosystem are treated 
equally 

• Security and privacy: data owners control with whom 
their data is exchanged 

• Interoperability: use of standards, common APIs and 
shared semantic data models 

• Consensus-based ruling: all stakeholders have equal 
voting rights and must reach consensus to extend the 
network, change policies, etc. 

• Incentivizing: data providers are economically motivated 
to offer their data assets  

• Non-centralized control: no central authority controls 
and dictates policies, prices, etc. 

The i3-MARKET backplane provides technologies and solutions 
for a trusted (secure, self-governing, consensus-based and 
auditable), interoperable (semantic-driven) and decentralized 
(fair and scalable) infrastructure to allow secure and privacy 
preserving data sharing and trading across domains. By 
bringing together data providers and consumers, i3-MARKET 
acts as an enabler for data monetization, realization of 
promising business ideas based on data trading, and 
trustworthy and data-driven collaboration. This way, i3-MARKET 
is both the missing link, that will allow all the interested parties 
to connect with each other, while offering incentives to data 
owners, data providers and data consumers to engage in 
datatrading, it may also serve as the spark, contributing to the 
ignition of the European data sharing economy. www.i3-market.eu 
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3. Sparking the Light 
Aiming for domain-independency, the i3-MARKET backplane 
is evaluated by data marketplaces in three highly relevant 
industrial sectors. 

3.1 Automotive Sector 
Automotive data platforms bring together several providers 
of car and vehicle data, giving business access to pre-
curated information from multiple vehicles around the globe. 
The following describes potential scenarios for the 
Automotive sector. 

Fleet managers; making use of data for operational 
decision-making optimization 

The main factors leading the growth of fleet management 
market include the increasing government regulations 
towards zero emissions urban mobility zones and need for 
optimization of fleet operating expenses such as reduction 
of running vehicle time which impacts in a reduction of fuel 
consumption. For fleet managers and insurance, 
SmartFleets have recently emerged as a response to data-
driven challenges that Insurance services are facing to 
provide more smart/intelligent services based on vehicle 
data, especially for personalized services as Usage-based 
Insurance (UBI) schemes. The Automotive Pilot aims at 
driving their platform value creation connecting to the 
SmartFleets services challenges:  

 

A) Increase cross-sectorial vehicle data ingestion: 

The data marketplace will offer SmartFleets the possibility to 
ingest a higher amount of vehicle data from several OEMs 
providers. AI algorithms are powered with data to 
continuously enhance the quality and preciseness of the 
services offered on top of that.  
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B) Visualization and Data Sharing services: 

The pilot supports fleet managers to improve their current cost 
benefits for traditional operational management to collect data 
(HW cloud acquisition, hiring specialized Big data profiles, 
cleansing and processing, storing into the cloud, etc.) versus 
Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) and cloud-based deployments of fleet 
management solutions to ingest several vehicle data sources in 
a one-stop-shopping platform.  

Insurance Companies and Insurance brokers; Usage-based 
Insurance (UBI) foster market uptake. 

Factors such as lower insurance premium compared to regular 
insurance, government regulations on telematics, high adoption 
of connected car services, and growing on-road vehicles are 
expected to drive the demand for usage-based insurance 
market. 

 

C) Improve driver profiling algorithms (risk scoring and 
profiles classification): is crucial for the adoption and market 
uptake of SmartFleet solution into insurance customers, since 
the quality and preciseness of the vehicle data collected and 
transmitted leads to better profiles classification. This results in 
improvement of the quoting process of an insurer when a 
vehicle owner is aiming to subscribe to its UBI policy scheme.  

Therefore, the Automotive Pilots would enhance the Analytics 
and AI services offered by SmartFleets by pushing more vehicle 
data to the AI services.  

 

3.2 Manufacturing Sector 
The manufacturing sector is changing rapidly with increasing 
digitalization and continuous integration of value chains. As a 
result of digitalization, data on single machines, the production 
process, the manufactured products and their usage, or on 
logistics in the value chain may be used for improvements and 
as a basis for innovative business models and services [9].  
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For example, production, transport, and storage capabilities 
may be traded in the manufacturing sector to enable new 
production processes across manufacturing plants and 
allow for high resource utilization. Value-based services such 
as condition monitoring services, production scheduling 
services, or machine and process optimization services may 
be offered by external service providers based on data of 
machines and processes, among others. Furthermore, data 
on product usage of customers may be used by product 
designers and manufacturers to optimize existing product 
features and create new ones. 

These examples show the huge potential of data in the 
manufacturing sector, as well as the need for providing a 
platform for exchanging and trading data within and across 
value chains. Marketplaces for the manufacturing sector 
should be open to all interested parties, including 
manufacturers, machine builders and maintainers, 
production optimizers, and market researchers. However, 
all data owners should be able to control with whom their 
data is exchanged to prevent any misuse. Sensitive data 
must not be compromised. Additionally, anonymization of the 
data, as well as withdrawal of the consent of data usage at 
any time, to enable full control of data for data owners, 
should be given. Among other needs, easy usage and 
integration in own value chains is important, which requires 
smart contracts, standard interfaces, and compliance to 
relevant industrial and legal frameworks and regulations to 
leverage the full potential of data in manufacturing sector. 

 

3.3 Wellbeing Sector 
Sensors on various wearables are currently collecting 
massive amounts of data related to individuals’ wellbeing. 
Simultaneously, health data platforms collect and store 
electronic health records (EHR's) from different sources to 
assist medical and other organizations to understand the 
history of healthcare for individuals. The seamless flow, 
exchange and trading of wellbeing and health-related data is  
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promising to offer valuable new insights that will drastically 
improve daily life. It also provides a cost-effective solution for 
sustainable health care systems, offering new means for 
predictive medicine and swift emergency response. It may also 
decisively contribute to research in medicine. 

However, this area constitutes a human-centric domain, which 
has broad implications and ramifications as it imposes 
particular requirements for the infrastructure. More specifically, 
it is crucial to safeguard that the data is collected and processed 
with the informed consent of the data subjects and in line with 
every data privacy and data protection requirement relevant 
according to the applicable law. Additionally, the means and 
processes used, should secure the safety, confidentiality and 
integrity of data, as well its accuracy and quality. 

Currently, all the benefits of using multiple sources of data rely 
on wellbeing or healthcare solutions and products due to its 
clear short-term benefits and business opportunities. Therefore, 
in this emerging and rapidly expanding sector, a standardized, 
secure, integrative, interoperative and reliable marketplace 
backplane, with privacy and data protection hardwired in its 
protocols and deeply embedded in its processes is vital to 
connect and incentivize all the interested parties, motivating the 
key stakeholders in a mutually beneficial way. Thus, the following 
benefits may be foreseeable: 

A) Enhancing Trust-Augmenting data flows: 

In such a sensitive, human-centric domain, fostering a secure 
and trusted environment that builds upon the values and 
principles of privacy and data protection, respecting human 
dignity and employing technology for the benefit of individuals 
may enhance the confidence of data subjects to the ecosystem, 
making them more willing to share their data. 

B) Boosting research and enhancing health care provision: 

The availability of quality data in sufficient amounts is vital for 
medical research and innovation in the health care sector. A 
backplane that successfully brings together data owners, data 
providers and consumers and has the potential to guarantee  
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the quality of data, offering effective dispute resolution and 
redress mechanisms can significantly contribute to 
research. Moreover, it can assist in several areas of health 
care provision and monitoring such as critical worker safety 
area, elderly monitoring area, and the chronic disease area. 

C) New services and new opportunities: 

Facilitating the secure and effective exchange of such data 
can incentivise relevant personalized data-driven services, 
beyond private cloud APIs, though various forms of individual 
data-centric platforms.  

 

4. Conclusion 
Data is the fuel of the economy, industry, research, and 
innovation. The number of marketplaces is growing, and so 
is their variety in terms of data types offered and industries 
covered. Big Data market by industry vertical is segmented 
into nine basic categories. 
 

 
 

Enabling this data to flow and be exchanged in an efficient, 
effective and thoroughly coordinated manner is critical to 
the ignition of the data trading economy. In that context, an 
interoperable, integrative and deployable backplane is 
required, to foster the monetization and trading of various 
data assets. Moreover, incentivizing and connecting data 
owners, data providers and data consumers is key to allow 
the promise of data economy to be realized in a way that will 
benefit all the involved parties and the economy at large. 
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To achieve this, it is necessary to provide all missing 
technologies, as well as processes and procedures, creating an 
open, reliable, secure, and trusted ecosystem. Additionally, as 
privacy and data protection are central values and key legal 
requirements, even beyond data trading, to further incentivize 
data owners to share their data with third parties, the data 
transfer must be carried out in a secure and privacy preserving 
manner. Furthermore, explicit data owner consent must be 
demanded for each operational data access, while the consent 
can be withdrawn at any given point in time. 

In terms of this White Paper we discussed the promises and 
pitfalls of the current situation, the barriers to a vibrant and 
robust data economy, as well as the potential for innovating data 
spaces and marketplaces through a broadly accepted, trusted, 
secure, intelligent, interoperable, integrative, and deployable 
marketplaces backplane.  Nevertheless, it is still inaccurate to 
claim that we can fully perceive and reflect upon the actual value 
of the available data, nor that we have completely realized all the 
different ways it may be analysed and used. Whereas the 
proposed approach can contribute to the ignition of the data 
trading economy, incentivizing and connecting the key 
stakeholders while providing with the missing link, there is still 
an exciting road ahead, filled with opportunities and spread with 
challenges. 
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